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DISSERTATIONS AND ARTICLES 
 
Elżbieta Cieśla 
Genetic Determinations of Choosen Motor Predispoitions of Children and Youth in Kielce 
Population – Part I. Conditional Abilities 
 
The problem whether or not there is any relationship between heredity and environment was 
presented in many works [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. It is important to find not only theoretical solution to 
that problem as nowadays this notion is widely used in analysis of sports achievements, 
efficient stimulation of morphofunctional and motor development of children and adolescents 
through organized forms of sports activities. Results of research al-low to determine 
adjustment abilities of an individual, they help to prepare the line of coaching and also 
suggest desirable adjustment changes in professional life and physical education. 
This presentation concentrates on assessment of the strength of genetic conditioning of basic 
somatic and same aspects of strenght. 205 full families ( mother, father, and a child ) were 
investigated. Measurements of height, LBM, flexibility static and explosive strenght were 
taken. On the base of same aspects of strenght total strenght and Maximal Anaerobic Work 
were calculated. 
The strength of genetic control for particular features was established by means of classical 
methods of genetics of quantity traits and on the basis of resemblance between parents and 
children. That led to the following calculations: 
– intra-family rates of correlation (7–10, 11–14, 15–19 age groups) 
– rate of correlation between parents as the measure of assortative maltting. 
– on the basis of corrected rates of correlation ( corrected in case of possible influence of 
assortative maltting ) heredity rate was calculated h2 = 2 Csk. 
The analysis of achieved results led to the following conclusions: 
1. It was noticed that the most resemblance between children and their parents as for body 
height, flexibility and LBM are concerned. 
2. Full genetic control appeared only in the situation where developmental possibilities were 
used ( age group 
15–19). 
 
 
Michał Bronikowski 
Physical efforts in Physical Education Stimulating Cardiovascular Fitness in 13 Years Old 
Pupils 
 
The purpose of the work. Reduced level of physical activity negatively influences motor and 
cardiovascular fitness among young pupils. Systematic physical work develops 
morphological, metabolic and motor parameters of health-related fitness. How broad is the 
influence of school physical education classes in this process is less known. Increase in loads 
of intensity in physical efforts requires improvement of cardiovascular system. The purpose of 
this study was to establish effectiveness in stimulation and development of cardiovascular 
fitness during different types of physical education classes. 
Material and methods. The research was carried out in 2002/2003 among 13 years old boys 
and girls from a gymnasium school in Poznań. For the monitoring of the heart rate four Polar 
sport-testers S 601i were used. Each time four boys or four girls wore monitors for the time 



duration of 45 minutes. Altogether there were 39 different PE lessons examined in boys and 
32 different PE lessons were monitored in girls during one semester. 
Results and conclusions. Various kinds of physical education classes (team games, athletics, 
gymnastics) provide different physiological effects on a body. The most effective in 
developing cardiovascular fitness in our research appeared to be classes of outdoor athletics 
with more than 70% of lesson time with intensity over 140 b/min. Invasion team games also 
proved to be effective in the area of health-related fitness with more than 50% of lesson time 
spent exercising with intensity over 140 b/min. The least intense were classes of gymnastics, 
table tennis and motor fitness testing. 
 

 
Antoni Nawrat 
Teaching the Snatch with the use of a Treining Device 
 
The aim of this study. In order to evalute the effects of a training device on the acguisition of 
skills in an experiment was conduted with two groups of students. 
Material and Method. The snatch, one a the olympic lifts was tought to all of the students. 
Conclusions. A significant influence of the device on learning the snatch was observed 
during the experiment. 
 
 
Jan Fenczyn 
Outdoor Activities as a form of Recreational Physical Activity for Young People with Sight 
Disorders – Motives and it’s Undertaking 
 
Introduction. A desire to participate in active forms of outdoor activity as a form of physical 
recreation was expressed by a little more than 90% of young people suffering from sight 
disorders. The aim of this study. The research dealt within the present paper was intended to 
answer the question as to the motives and needs met by this form of recreation in young 
people with weak and normal sight. The statistical analysis attempts to incorporate the 
influence of factors such as sex on the motivation for undertaking this form of activity. 
Materials and methods. The research was conducted on a sample of young people with sight 
disorders (50 girls and 50 boys – Group E) pupils of the I-IV forms of a vocational secondary 
school and 100 normal-sighted pupils of Forms I-IV of standard secondary schools (50 girls 
and 50 boys), which constituted the control group C. The method employed was that of a 
questionnaire based upon R. Winiarski’s conception of the motivation of recreational activity. 
The questionnaire comprised 15 questions. 
Results. The results obtained demonstrate that: the hierarchy of motives given for undertaking 
outdoor activities differs in the groups E and C. For group E primarily the motives were: 
health, cognitive and cathartic, while for group C: cathartic, social and emotional. In group E 
there was not noted a statistically important difference in the frequency of motivational 
choices made by the relevant sexes. Such a difference was, however, noted in group C. 
Conclusions. Contrary to expectations the desire to participate in active forms of outdoor 
activity on the part of young people with sight problems is not connected with a deficiency in 
activeness in movement. 



 
REVIEW PAPERS 
 
Wacław Petryński 
Contemporary Motor Control Models in Humans in the Light of Bernstein’s Theory 
 
The paper presents the Bernstein’s five-levels model of motor control in humans 
(physiological levels of movement construction): A – muscle tonus, B – synergies, C – space 
field, D – complex motor performances and E – symbolic representations of motor 
performances. The level system is hierarchical, i.e. the higher levels “commission” the lower 
ones to perform some elements of more complex motor tasks; then the lower levels make a 
“background” controlling the automatisms or simple elements of a complex motor 
performance without engaging attention of the performer. Each level is corresponded to by a 
group of movements or motor actions, way of using receptors, effectors, and the structures in 
the central nervous system. The higher is the level, the more complex sensorimotor task it is 
can control. Hence, each physiological movement construction level is corresponded to by its 
own control model: level B – ecological Gibson’s theory, level C – e.g. equilibrium point 
hypothesis or inverse model, level D – “cybernetic” models, e.g. Schmidt’s scheme or 
forward model. Moreover, to represent the reality and to control the movements, levels A, B 
and C make use of the sensory code for storing and transferring information, while D and E – 
of the symbolic mode of movement conception. A modification of the Bernstein’s theory has 
been proposed, namely to replace the static “laminar” system of motor control levels with 
a dynamic „tile” model, where the development of particular control levels proceeds 
gradually, first appearing new perception abilities corresponding to the successive higher 
level, and only then the motor ones. The assumption has been accepted that the new level can 
to some extent play the role of „commanding” level towards the lower ones, even if having 
formed merely some new perception abilities; just this property can be the factor driving 
the development of sensorimotor and control abilities. Besides, when explaining the growth of 
capabilities of a given motor control level as due to existence of a higher one, the hypothesis 
was put that the lower level can „commission” the higher one to perform some special task. 
So the flow of “orders” between the levels is not one-way “up-down” (like in classical 
Bernstein’s theory), but two-way one, either “up-down” or “down-up”. When considering 
these questions it is worthwhile to refer them to the achievements of psycholinguistics. 
In conclusion, the main sphere of research in contemporary motor control science should be 
looking for adequate motor control models and determining the methods of coding 
information in them. 
 
 
REVIEWS  
 
Wacław Petryński 
Nikolai Aleksandrovitsch Bernsztein – On Dexterity and its Development; Motor Control 
 
In the paper there is presented a general outline of N.A. Bernstein’s theory, describing 
processes of shaping and executing movements in living beings. As most advanced 
manifestation of movement abilities the Author regards the dexterity, being the most complex 
system including both energetic and information elements. According to Bernstein, the basic 
process in learning and controlling the movements is the reduction of freedom degrees, i.e. the 
choice of a determined way for executing the given sensorimotor performance from among 



many different possibilities. Particular elements of motor abilities, both energetic and 
information ones, Bernstein relates closely with muscles’ and central nervous system’s 
properties. He creates the system of five motor control levels, corresponding to particular 
organs in the central nervous system: rubro-spinal level of muscle tonus (A), thalamus-
pallidum level of muscle synergies (B), striatum-cortex level of space field (C), cortex-
parietal-prefrontal level of movement performances (D); at the same time he mentions cortical 
level of symbolic transformations (E). The Author describes development of this system in 
the course of evolution in all living beings. He takes the assumption that each sensorimotor 
performance is corresponded to some main control level, while lower levels work 
automatically (as a “background”), i.e. without engaging the performer’s attention. 
 
 
Józef Drabik 
About Motoric Ability Training 
 
The aim of this text is to make comments on the contents of the textbook on improving motor 
abilities. Both the advantages and disadvantages of the textbook are shown. Several factors 
should be pointed out as the advantages: well-ordered structure of the textbook, consequence 
in describing this structure and extensive number of proposed practical drills. The 
disadvantages include, among others, relying mostly on soviet- russian literature, 
attributing too wide meaning to motor abilities, questionable division of motor abilities and 
lack of multiple general fundations of motor abilities training. 
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